
Relative Positional Encoding:

Combining visual and geometrical information is crucial to maintain the

shape of the face when local appearance alone is not sufficient.

Relative landmark distances explicitly represent the facial shape, providing

enhanced geometrical features compared to their absolute locations.

Graph Attention Networks:

• We consider the facial shape as a stable and fully-connected weighted

graph where nodes are landmarks.

• To weigh the shared information across nodes, we compute a dynamic

adjacency matrix per GAT layer.

• The attention mechanism initially attends to a wide range of landmarks

(GAT1) and gradually focus on specific ones (GAT4).

• Occlusion images show how the attention mechanism relies on visible

landmarks.

Coarse-to-fine Cascaded Regressor: Constraining the output step

displacement to the visual cropped region boost training convergence.
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Facial landmarks estimation is a crucial step for many face analysis

problems such as facial expression recognition, face reenactment, etc.

Problem: CNN architectures have difficulties to learn simple spatial

relationships. In our case, the global representation of the structure of a

face.

Therefore, an effective way of representing the local appearance of each

landmark and its geometric relationship to the other landmarks is needed.

Key contributions: We present SPIGA, a robust method which takes

advantage of the complementary benefits from CNN and GNN

architectures.

• A GAT cascade with an attention mechanism to weigh the information

provided by each landmark according to its reliability.

• A positional encoding to jointly represent relative landmark locations and

local appearance.

• A multi-task CNN approach to initialize the location of graph nodes.

• A coarse-to-fine landmark description scheme.

Experiments

Pose estimation:

Landmark estimation results:

Qualitative results


